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BIOPHILIC
REGENERATION
NEWTOWN, NEW SOUTH
WALES, AUSTRALIA

Biophilic Regeneration is a project that
attempts to revitalize abandoned structure
in a sprawling city, Sydney, Australia. By
injecting nature elements into the building,
it is expected the building will gain another
life and provide the users healthier natural
environment. The project consists of two
stages, the system that can support the
existence of nature into the building, and
the strategy to convert the old structure by
applying the system. the intent of Biophilic
Regeneration is to achieve sustainability
through an experimentation, which
transforms already available materials
and modern structures into an innovative
product or building that can solve human
needs.

1st STAGE
TIMBER EXPERIMENTATION
The material selected to realize the system
is timber, a renewable material that has
strong natural performance. The use of
timber material is not to follow the trends,
but to promote the use of sustainable
material by using it in a more effective
and innovative way, so it can be balanced
with its growth. The innovation process
started with experiment and resulted in
a skin system that can integrates both
performance and aesthetic properties of
timber. The experiment involves two type
of industrialized timber: plywood and solid
wood. Alternatively, engineered timber can
also be used for more complex building
type. The system also allows other natural
elements such light and sounds to be
manipulated in the building, so that it can
meet the expected performance.
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1st Experiment - Plywood Sheets

1st Experiment - Plywood Sheets - Process

Material weakening operations such as
cutting, bending and stretching were used
to unleash the potential of this industrialized
material. By manipulating this standardized
timber products, it pushes the natural
properties of the material such as grain and
texture to perform. Various cutting patterns
were tested and various outcomes can be
derrived. The operation results in various 3d
shapes that can act as performative system.
The process can also be called as inflating the
plywood sheets.

1. CUT : pattern lasercut from flat sheet of
timber or plywood ( 1.0mm birchwood ).
Thicker the material, harder it is to bend
without snapping.
2. SOAKING : pre-cut sheet then soaked or
wetted in tub of water to prepare for heat
forming. Best to leave over night to soften up
the timber fibres in preparation for bending
and wedging.
3. WEDGING : Wedges inserted into cut
opening to open up incision, creating more
of a 3d form from the 2d flat surface.
4. HEAT : with wedges still inserted, blow dry
using a heat gun ( at 630 degrees ) for surface
shape to form.
5. SETTING : leave the wedges in, and set
aside to completely dry and set the shape for
the next few hours or for as long as possible,
until shape more or less solidifiers and
wedges ecome easiliers to remove.
6. REMOVING WEDGING : After being led
to set for a few hours, remove wedges from
form once completely dry. Element should
retail its form, without much springback to
original its original flat surface.
This entire process may need to be repeated
for thicker material. ( re-soaking, inserting
more wedges, applying heat, leaving to dry,
etc )
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2nd Experiment - Solid Timber Stripes

2nd Experiment - Solid Timber Stripes - Process

The second experiment deal with structure
that can be assembled from small members,
which in this case are identical stripes, as
an alternative option of using large sheet
material as the starting point.

Solid timber was used to materialize the
stripes, because it has more strength to
make them become sructural components.
Bending operation was required before the
structure can be assembled.

The join conditions and the size of the
members are the ones that become the main
driver of the final form of the structure. Each
strip is arranged and joined in a running
pattern, so the structure can support each
other without using large member that spans
accross the entire structure length.

Not as simple as the previous experiment,
steam bending method was required to
manipulate and bend the 2D stripes. In
this simple experiment, kettle and plastic
are used to store the stripes and catch the
steam. This followed by bending the stripes
using the mold prepared. Alternatively,
steam bending box can be used for larger
experiment.

Material weakening operation such as
steaming and bending also applied in the
second experiment. Along with varying joint
conditions, this also allows the 2D stripes to
be a dynamic 3D structural system.

Solid Timber Stripes

Ready to be steamed

As mentioned earlier, the second experiment
results in a dynamic structure that can be
assembled from short members. The final
form of the structure can be modified by
redetermining each parameter such as the
size of the members and the joint between
members.

Dynamic structure assembled from small members

Bending Process

Steam Process

Steam Process

Structural System Achieved

1st and 2nd Experiment Application and Integration
The two systems, are then integrated into a
skin system. The shape of the inflated panel
that is produced in the first experiment, is
reshaped into an oval cellular form, so that it
can become an infill for the structure that act
as a frame for the inflated panel.
The cutting pattern of the light filter panels
has big impact on the way the light can
manipulate and illuminate the space.
Different application can result in different
aesthetic and quality of the spaces.
This performative aesthethic system give
both performance and aesthetic to the
building, reducing unneccessary building
components. The skin system still require to
be integrated with other materials such as
glazing or membrane layer when it is applied
as building components.

Initial hypothesis of the experiment is the
outcome can be used as three performative
building components :
STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
Dynamic structural system that is produced
in the 2nd experiment has the potential
to become building skin. Its flexibility as a
surface element can make up horizontal
elements or vertical elements or both.
Integration

Skin System

Detail

1: 5 Prototype

GLARE CONTROL / LIGHT FILTER
The holes resulted from the cut and
inflation process allow lights to penetrate
the system. As building component, two
ways of applying the component are vital
in producing the effect expected - vertical
application and horizontal application.
ACOUSTIC SYSTEM
Plywood surface has sound absorption
coefficients of 0.6 at 125Hz and 0.1 at
4000Hz, which means it reflects sound at
low frequency and reflects less at higher
frequency. The non inflated version of the
panel, which has a possibility to be bent
because of the cutting pattern, has a great
possibility to work as a sound reflector while
the undulating surface of the inflated version
potentially become a sound diffuser.

Integration - Skin System

1: 5 Prototype

1:10 Prototype

1: 5 Prototype
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BIOPHILIC
REGENERATION
2nd STAGE :
FROM ABANDONED SHED TO
COMMUNITY GREEN HOUSE

The second stage of the project focuses on
how the skin system can be applied onto
the old structure. The idea is to convert an
abandoned tram shed into a green house
and community spaces. The skin system
also allows indoor climate control inside the
building to accommodate various programs,
especially in terms of controlling light, heat,
and acoustic. Other type of mechanical and
natural control system will also be required,
such as fans, which are integrated in the
building design.
THE URGE TO PROVIDE URBAN
AGRICULTURE IN SYDNEY

Percent

In the meantime, high population growth
in Sydney raises the demands in food
production. The urban sprawl phenomenon
has taken over the agricultural land into
buildings and cities. Another issue is the lack
of man power in agricultural industry. Even
though some survey shows people’s interest
in farming activities is increasing, people
still prefer to live in the city. Farmer has been
occupation in high demand for several years.
In the past few years, local citizens also have
shown great interest in gardening activities
in their own backyards. By bringing more
farming activity into the city, there might
be more people willing to work as farmers.
Converting the tram shed into a green house
is one strategy to tackle this issue.
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The Site : Abandoned Tram Shed, Newtown, New South Wales

Initial Strategy

The Old Tram Depot is located adajacent to
current Newtown station. It was opened in
1899 as a shed for trams that run on Glebe
Point, Canterbury, Earlwood, and Summer
Hill, lines ( Southwest of Sydney CBD ).

The initial approach to this building is to
maintain most of the masonry and concrete
structure, while the existing roof is removed
and replaced by the new structure. The
existing roofs are rusted in many areas
and some parts of it even have fallen. The
new structure is expected to be able to
accomodate new programs and brings
higher performance.

The building program mainly consisted of
tram storage facilities and tram offices that
was inserted the year later ( 1900 ). most
of the tracks ( 16 tracks in total ) have been
removed from the building. The building is
listed as heritage in 1999.

SITE / TRAM

NEWTOWN/
SITE

It was closed in 1957 due to the termination
of tram system in Sydney. In 1960, the
trackrowk and tramway fixtures has been
removed and the site was subsequently
used for bus parking. Part of the depot has
been redeveloped in 2012 to be a part of the
current station, but the rest remain derelict.
There were campaigns by residents to
convert the building to a park, aritst space,
or restaurants. But all those ideas have
fallen apart. At the same time plans by the
government to convert the building was
also slammed by the community due to the
existence of private developers. The demand
from the community is to revitalize the
building into something that can serve the
public, as an opposed to private interest only.

NEWTOWN STATION

SYDNEY
CBD

The original feature that is maintaned and
converted into other function :
- the outer masonry wall
- former Battery Room ( south east corner )
- former converted room ( south east corner )
- former meal room ( south east corner )

Skin System as Roof

Prior to this revitalizaton proposal, there were
already few modifications applied to the
building before it became abandoned. Below
are the summary :

Existing Condition

1899 : Tram Depot opened
1914 : First floor added to depot office
building
1927 : additions and alterations to
overhead booking office in conjunction with
new station arrangements.
1957 : The depot closed
1960 : Internal tram rails and support piers
removed, ramps provided and metal infill
wall to the open track entrance.
1975 : original roof of platform building
removed and replaced with lower profile
roof.
1989 : refurbishment of station.
2000 : electrical store and office wing partly
demolished and roof removed from the toilet
wing. Most machinery removed and loading
dock door to Angel Street bricked up.
2010 : The whole station precinct was
upgraded to provide accessibility and
amenity for customers.

Existing Condition

Spatial Planning
The interior of the building is divided into
four different zones :
- Main entry hall : can be used as temporary
event space such as gallery or exhibition.

Structure and Vertical
Elements

Office
Community/
Event Space
Cafe
Green
House

Zoning

at the north part of the hall there is a gallery
dedicated for tram depot museum that
showcase the building’s history
on the south of the building, there is
a cafe that can operates daily for the
neighbourhood.

Existing
( To be removed )

- Green house : the main part of the building,
which houses variety of plants and trees that
can grow foods. Dedicated hydroponic areas
is placed on the west of the greenhouse
- Multi purpose Community Space that
can house variety of events, from seasonal
markets to exhibitions to sport activities.
- Office and Back of House : service areas of
the building that ensure it can run smoothly.
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Optimization

Indoor Climate Control

GRADIENT EFFECT ON STRUCTURE

Green house requires controlled indoor
climate to ensure the plants can grow in any
weather. Parameters that are vital to control
the climate are heat, light and ventilation.
Additionally, if the green house can also
be used for public function such as a park
in certain times, this means it will need to
provide comfort temperature for human
when required.

The ability of the structure to create gradient
effect by varying the size of the members
does not only give the structure flexibility
in terms of forms, but also can be used
to optimize the structure to minimize
deflection. Since the maximum deflection
occurs in the center of the structure, the
optimization of structural system can be
achieved by varying the thickness or depth
the structure, with the cell in the center point
has the biggest member.
The other way is to varying the length or the
size of the cells with the center cell being the
smallest one.

Structure Deflection

Normal Pattern

GRADIENT EFFECT ON PANEL
To gain more control on daylighting, more
than one type of pattern for the panel need
to be used. From the previous study, it can be
learnt that denser pattern lets more light and
gives more transparency, while less dense
pattern works the other way.
This control of density in patterns, can lead
to a more heterogeneous quality of space.
This does not only give the system ability to
control the heat and light, but also determine
the program under the patterns.

Optimization by Gradient

The control of light and heat can be gained
by using the light filter panel that is applied
between double layer etfe system. If the
panel is inflated it allows more light and heat
to penetrate the structure, but if the panel
is deflated it blocks some light and heat to
penetrate the structure. Both top and etfe
layers, as well as the light filter panel will be
supported by the dynamic skin system.

Common double layer etfe system
uniform light penetration

The ventilation can be achieved by having
openings on the walls of the green house.
Taking advantage of existing openings from
the existing structure, the only intervention
is to install fans in high level opening. The
fans allow more control of the ventilation
and humidity of the green house. This
climate control mechanism can also work
for other spaces as well, ensuring the indoor
atmosphere supports the activity inside.
Pattern Variation

Pattern Density Test

double layer etfe system + light filter and skin
system. controlled light penetration

Fans

Hinged
windows
Sectional Persepective

